
TSILOGLOU DESPOINA REVISION ACTIVITIES ΣΤ’ 10.04.2020 

                                               ΤΑΞΗ ΣΤ’ ΑΓΓΛΙΚΑ 10.04.2020 

                                                COMPARISONS OF ADJECTIVES / ADVERBS 

REMEMBER!!! 

Study the Grammar Rules in your notebooks and then complete the exercises. 

 

Exercise A  

Write the comparative and the superlative forms of the following adjectives 

POSITIVE    COMPARATIVE   SUPERLATIVE 

exciting 

old 

heavy 

difficult 

easy 

small 

good 

little 

big 

bad 

wonderful 

large 

far 

 

Exercise B 

Fill in the gaps with Comparative form of the adjectives (using than) 

1. A kilo of rocks isn’t _______(heavy) a kilo of sugar. 

2. Studying is _______(important) playing computer games. 

3. I think that cats are _______(good) pets _____ dogs. 

4. Cristiano Ronaldo is ______ (famous) Bill Gates. 

5. Tokyo streets are _______(noisy) Warsaw streets. 

6. Your shoes are ________(bad) mine. 
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Exercise C 

Complete the sentences using Superlative form (using in/off) 

1. Angelina Jolie is ________(beautiful) actress _______ Hollywood. 

2. My cousin Bill is _______(crazy) person _______ our family. 

3. Tina is considered to be _______(polite) person _______ class. 

4. Poor thing! That’s _______ (sad) thing I ever heard! 

5. I think tulips are _______ (beautiful) daffodils. 

6. She is _______ (careful) girl _______ all students. She has never broken anything. 

 

 

Exercise D 

Fill in the correct form of the adjectives 

1. My sister is five years _______(old) than my cousin Anna. 

2. This exercise is ________(challenging) than I expected. 

3. This film was not as _________(dramatic) as the book. 

4. I think Julia is the ________(clever) girl in my class. 

5. To my mind spring is the ________(wonderful) season of all. 

6. Many people believe that his speeches were ________(important) than his policy. 

7. That ice cream tastes really delicious. It’s the _________(good) I’ve ever eaten. 

8. Mrs Rogers is as ________(nice) as her husband. 

9. They ate the _______(big) hamburgers at the competition. 

10. Who is _______(healthy), John or Alex? I don’t know. 

11. She wore the _________(elegant) dress of all the women at the reception. 

12. We hope there will be _______(little) riots here than last year. 

13. Childhood years are the ________(good) in our lives. 

14. My mobile is __________(expensive) than yours. 
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Exercise E 

Correct the mistakes 

1. Peter swims better of all. 

2. George throws the ball the farthest than Kim. 

3. This animal is most dangerous in the zoo. 

4. Sam gets up the earliest than Bill 

5. Tonia dances very better than her mother. 

6. This apple is the sweeter. 

7. Bill runs the fastest than Nick. 

8. May is the warmer than March. 

9. Liz is thin than Peter. 

10. Kate sings more beautifully of all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


